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PUBLICATIONS NAME NEW EDITORS
RON CHAPMAN,
RON MASK!
ARE NAMED
EXPLORER EDITORS

Mike Thomas,Dave Blue Key Movie
Rice New Chiefs Poll Announced
Of The TECHNIC

Just prior to Christmas vacation,
the Blue Key posted a list of proposed films to be possibly shown
the evening in the auditorduring
The staff of the TECHNIC today
school was asked to vote
The
ium.
announced staff appointments for
no to this plan.
or
yes
Thomas
Mike
.
the spring semester
The ballot had two choices, eithwill become Editor-in-Chief a n d
"I am interested in seeing such
er:
Dave Rice the Business Manager a movie program come to Rose"
These
.
magazine
of t h e monthly
or "I am not interested in seeing
men will replace outgoing Co-Edi- such a movie program come to
tors Joe Grumme and Max Good- Rose." Extra space was provided
win, and Ken Miller, Business
for additional comments.
Manager.
The ballots have been counted
The new Associate Editors will
the results are 31 against and
and
Dave
Valle.
Bob
and
be Bob Finney
favor. Two typical comments
in
272
ing
Morgan will serve as Contribut
crummy movies"
Staff Manager and Bill Royer will were: "Not these
— poor choice of
idea
"Good
and
Joe
Staff.
Feature
the
manage
co-ordinator Rick
Griffin is to be in charge of the films". However,
the results are
that
says
Rapson
Circulation Staff.
Far too many
Temporarily, Dave Rice will con- largely inconclusive.
box stuffing"
"ballot
of
incidents
manager.
tinue as advertising staff
which would
Student Advisors are Joe Grumme, have been reported
student opinMax Goodwin, Rich Daugherty, tend to give a false
and Ken Miller. E. Duane Elbert ion.
What many students failed to
is faculty advisor of the magazine,
which holds the distinctions of be- realize is that they weren't voting
ing the oldest continually publish- for the particular films that were
ed engineering college magazine listed but instead, they were votin the nation and the only publica- ing on the feasibility of the protion on campus with a Mis's Tech- posed program. The group of films
which appear on the bulletin board
nic.
is just one set of many which was
chosen by Rick Rapson, Prof GorExceptions
CHICAGO (UPI) — Purdue don Haist and Mr. William Makeand Indiana are the only two ly. Other groups of films are availBig Ten conference schools that able and if student interest appears
have not played in a Rose Bowl to warrant it, further investigation
will be made.
football game.

o!
Sophomores Ron Chapman
Anderson, Indiana, and Ron Turaski from Cleveland, Ohio, have
been named to assume co-editorship of the EXPLORER next semester. Turaski served as assistant
to the editors the past two semesters and brings high schoo.
newspaper experience to the post
Chapman's career with the EX
PLORER started as a writer or
freshman
the feature staff his
year. This semester he was promoted to a news editorship. Evar.
Johnson and Skip Szilagyi have
been named to positions of News
Editors. Other new editors next
semester will be J. R. Righthouse
Feature Editor and Jim Brown
Bottom: M. Stanton Evans, Edi- Sports Editor. Dave Rice will conT.L.: Robert F. Greenway, Editor DeKalb Chronicle who did a tor Indianapolis News and author tinue as Business Manager.
Dennis Karwatka and Merle
critique of t h e EXPLORER last of Revolt on Campus. Evans reaon
Foundati
Rice, retiring co-editors of the
Freedoms
D.
ceived
Conferyear at t h e MacMurray
positions. as
ence. Many of his ideas have been ward for editorial writing ih 1959 paper will assume
will serve
They
Hayden,
editors.
S.
Martin
assistant
Evans,
1960.
and
paper
your
improve
to
applied
s
underclas
Bill
new
d
n
the
a
to
News,
advisors
as
Detroit
of
editor
during the past year.
Other seniors retirin2
T. R.: Karin Walsh, City Editor Mauldin, Sun-Times editorial car- editors.
Jake Hoffman
Chicago Sun-Times. Dean of the toonist will be featured speakers at from the staff are
Mary Barkes
and
Editor
e.
Sports
conferenc
ay
MacMurr
the
conference for ten years.
Feature Editor. Prof. Reid Bush's
departure from Rose will leave
the post of Faculty Advisor vacant.
Karwatka and Rice are the last
editors of the EXPLORER whc
served on the original EXfreshman
PLORER staff, their
year. The two seniors are responTENTATIVE SCHEDULE
sible for originating Short and
With reference to the farm pro- Sweet, Historic Highlights. Bolivar
The newly formed Political Forum of Rose Polytechnic Institute gram he said that in effect the Shagnasty pictures, Think It
was told Dec. 12 that the long- government has -told the Amerinn Over, Opinion Please and Sports
range implications of the news farmer that "we will break you Sputterins columns., as well as
"black out" during the Cuban cris- unless you go along with our pro- the Professor of the Year contest.
Monday, January 21, 1963
is illustrates the dangers—to human grani and we will break you by Under their regime, the editorials
freedom in America b-Y- the excess- dumping the surpluses which we have become stiff, the ledgers
ive use of federal executive power. have bought with your money. This black (rather than red), and the
1:00 P. M.
8:00 A. M.
is the US Government speaking to number of pages six and eight in
The speaker at this program was
Field House Physics I
Field House
Physics III
its citizens".
most isc,nes. Readership has inSharp.
Allen
attorney,
Theo. Mech.(2 hrs.) Field House Phys. Chem
47 Williamsport
the
both
that
year
last
stated
He
and circulation is nearing
creased
he stated, "The ability of the execuAdv. An. Chem.(3 hrs.)
214
Attorney and the Secretary of Ag- 900.
tive to virtually choke off news in
Chem. Lab Thermo. I (313)
riculture made specific proposals
214 Str. Mechanics
C. E. Lab. the particular context of the CuMachine Design III
which would have turned the exnaa few days before a
C E Lab.
Structures (414)
204 ban crisis
tension service and the civil serCircuits III
ims
dangerou
has
election
tional
206
Process Control
vice into propaganda organisms in
204 Sound & Vibrations .... Field House plications of long-range struggle
Elect. Ccts. I
of government programs.
favor
trefor freedom. It illustrates the
that both of these profact
"The
mendous power of the Federal Exewere objected to and withgrams
l
Tuesday, January 22, 1963
individua
of
rights
the
cutive over
drawn did not remove the danger.
citizens, including their right to
danger is in t h e attitude of
The
1:00 P. M.
know of Government policies and
8:00 A. M.
the people who proposed these proThe Rose Tech EXPLORER is in
".
activities
-Field House
Math. III
grams in the first instance".
Field House
the process of joining the Indiana
I
Graphics
Field House
Math. II
Mr. Sharp's topic w a s "Let's
The Williamsport attorney stated Collegiate Press Association, an
C E Lab. Analyt. Chem. (3 hrs.)
C. E. 426 (2 hrs.)
47 Participate in Freedom". He stated
finally the "greatest danger organization of over sixty top flight
that
Unit. Op. Lab. II (2 hrs.)
that those people in the scientific to human freedom in America lay Indiana college publications.
Ch E Lab E. & M. Fields
Auditorium and mathematical fields had preContinued on page 5
Since its inception, the EXPLOR204
Electr. Mech. En. Cony.
cisely the right qualities of mind
has been represented with naER
um
Auditori
214 Mech. of Materials
Heat Transfer
and spirit to understand public
advertising agencies by National
problems and the dangers to huAdvertising Representatives
tional
man freedom and have a vital obWednesday, January 23, 1963
York. The contract was reNew
in
ligation to acquaint themselves
renewed, and will not be afcently
with the elementary concepts of
fected at all by the ICPA member1:00 P.M.
8:00 A. M.
freedom.
human
by Bronis deSupinski
ship.
um
Auditori
I
hrs.)
(3
Chem.
47
Theo. Chem
Up to here with derivatives, inField House
Mr. Sharp stated that the greatVib. Analysis
Staff members will attend the an?
Auditorium
Circuits I (3 hrs.)
Ch. E. Lab. est danger to freedom in America tegrals, and isotonic solutions
Unit Oper. I
ICPA convention to be held in
nual
some
206 Quant. Mechanics (2 lars.)
Mod. Geometry
206 was from excessive governmental Interested in meeting
Haute April 26 and 27 this
Terre
those
power. He recited specific in- smart, sharp chicks. from
year.
214 Mod. Phys. (Phys.)
Machine Design I
wound
206 sfances of actions by the Kennedy wonderful coed schools
(Math) 2 hrs
The new Editors of the EXPLORC E Lab. Thermo. (314)
C. E. 427(2 hrs.)
214 Administration which were danger here? Then rush, run, stampede ER will also attend the tenth anat
N
U
Little
the
for
up
sign
to
C E. Lab. signals to the loss of human free204 Surveying
Traveling Waves
nual McMurray College Journaldom. These included actions dur- Indiana University. March 13-16. ism Seminar at Jacksonville, Illina
have
you'll
e,
ther
While
Freeing the steel controversy, the
ois February 15 ,and 16. This is not
Thursday, January 24, 1963
man karm Program, the attempt- chance to p it your skills against connected with the ICPA. This conIt
talent.
ed action on the part of the Attor- some tap liberal arts
ference is staffed by leading jour1:00 P.M.
8:00 A. M.
ney General to make Civil Service will provide valuable experience nalists from throughout the midthe
and
debating,
speaking,
in
Field House into a propaganda organism, the
47 Math. I
Ch. E. Fund. (3 hrs.)
west who conduct clinics and disField House attempted action on the part of the use of p arli a mentary procedField House Int. Cale. I
Statics (3 hrs.)
cussion gi-oups on various phases
Auditorium Secretary of Agriculture to turn ure. You will have the chance to of newspaper work. The outgoing
204 Modern Physics
Vector Analysis
an
of
workings
inner
the
see
206 the extension service into a gov202 E E. E I (Derry)
Sanitary Eng'g.
editors were the first from Rose to
204 ernmental propaganda agency and organization which has become
206 E E E. I (Winton)(3 hrs.)
Logic (3 hrs.)
attend this conference—last year.
the news "black out" during the an influential force in world poliworld
for
a
forum
is
UN
The
tics.
Cuban crisis. He stated that many
Friday, January 25, 1963
Kentucky's sawmills produce
of these things may seem unimport- opinion and ,a common ground
between 500 million and 600
ant a n d have gone unnotiged by where the great world powers vie
8:00 A. M.
million board feet of lumber
the general public. But, he stated for the support and loyalty of the
206
Statistics (2 hrs.)
each year.
that intelligent a n d discerning neutral nations.
204
Each person who attends is part
Math. IV
people should dig deeply into these
matters because such actions rep- of a delegation for the members
(Continued on Page Si
resent great dangers to freedoiti.
Report All Conflicts to Mr. Lee's Office by Saturday, January 12.

SPEAKER WARNS OF
EXCESSIVE EXECUTIVE

Final Sweat And Tears

School Paper
Joins Indiana
Collegiate Press
Association

Wanted: tuna
Delegates
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EDITORIALS

PRESERVING THE RIGHT
TO EDITORIALIZE
Rons Chapman and Turaski are inheriting an opportunity for a great education. More than this, they
will hold the editorial pens of a college newspaper
which is allowed freedom of the press—a rarity today.
Freedom of the college press requires a great deal
more judgement than either of them, or many of our
readers, are aware of. Malice, unfounded statements
and failure to protect the advertisers are easy traps to
stumble into, and each is deadly. Failure to exercise
this freedom can likewise kill a publication.
The editors must not fear controversy — progress
is always controversial. They must be ready to back
their statements with fact, or admit their error. Undoubtedly, everyone at Rose is in favor of motherhood.
In a rapidly expanding Rose, there will be a multitude
of subjects, unlike motherhood, where the Co-Editors
of the EXPLORER will be one of the most effective
voices of the student. They must accept this obligation
and execute it well if they are to be effective.
OUR FREEDOM IS UNUSUAL
Rose's freedom of the press is a strong point favoring the school. It shows that administration and advisors have faith in the adulthood of student leaders.
This, Rose Men, is a rarity in colleges today, and something to be proud of in Rose.
This fall, the president of the University of Colorado removed t h e editor of the COLORADO DAILY
from his position. Gary Althen dared to print a "nearly
libelous" letter to the editor on politics. Although later
apologies were made to the prominent politicians involved, the President and Board entered the affaIrs of
the student newspaper.
More recent headlines were made when Miss Sidna
Brower, editor of 01' Miss' DAILY MISSISSIPIAN was
reprimanded by the student senate. Many students even
wanted to impeach Miss Brower "for failing to counter
the distortion by the national press" of the image of
the student body. Although she had taken a stand deploring the violence, she had not specifically deplored
the use of tear gas!
There as countless opportunities to err, and the editors will make mistakes. The Rose Tech EXPLORER,
however, has become what it is because Rose believes
in American freedom of t h e press — and the editors
have believed in exercising this freedom.
MDR

TRADITION LEGISLATION?
The saddest pages in Rose's history may w e 11 be
these days when sophomore officers, Student Council,
Dean of Students and faculty all huddle to decide what
"next year's traditions will be." Traditions are not
something to be legislated. Rules and Laws are legislated. Traditions are tradition by definition.
A strange fact recently popped to light about the
legislating of "traditions" which has been so prevalent here at Rose. In faculty discussion, matters of tradition show-a sharp party line.

SHORT AND
SWEET
a!'<

According to the Rose Polytechnic Annual Report 1961-62, the facthe
ulty has recommended to
Board of Managers that Rose plan
to increase its size to 1,000 undergraduates by 1970. Now we all
know that this is patriotic in providing more technical minds for
our nation, but where do you plan
to put them? The computer errs
in scheduling for only 500 studbulging,
ents, the bookstore is
the Student Center is being pushed to its limit even after its much
needed expansion. And you want
to double the enrollment? If you
can do it, more power to you.
We hope that everyone realizes
that the Explorer will honor any
letter sent in as long as it's written in good form, presents a valid
argument a n d is signed in ink.
You have the very same editorial
freedom as the editors do. Honked
off about something? Wri te a
letter.
*•
*
Next Friday and Saturday at
8:15 p. m. and for 50c apiece, the
Community Theatre will present
a movie. A Summer to Remember is "...a delightful Russian film
for all ages." It would give everyone the opportunity to see exactly
what type of entertainment that
Russians enjoy.
*
*
Dr. Rogers: A couple things. I'd
like to run over and finish up namely two chapters.
Senior EE overheard: Now to be
a hero worshipper, you have to
have a beard and a moustache.
"Whistle along with Jack and
Joe" sounds like a hit.
A theory on why engineers from
Rose enjoy New Years Eve the
way they do - a chance to forget
Unhappy New Year finals.
• • ••
We're not sure about this, but
we heard Mayor Tucker and Dr.
The
R eeds tangled recently.
mayor in his T Bird, the Doctor
in his Jag.
*

* *

Comes a letter from B os t on
College that Rose students are inSeventeenth
vited to attend the
Annual Eastern Colleges Science
Convention May 2. 3 and 4. Interested parties should put their
Dr.
names in campus mail to
Logan's office. Free no expenses
paid trip for the lucky winner
we'd guess.
•. * *
No the contests aren't o v e r.
Grove Press, 64 University Place,
(Attn Kitten Contest Editor), New
York 3, New York, runs this one.
$100 to the person who writes a
winn;nE iettpr of annlication to a
mythical southern university from
Kitten, a Negro prostitute in the
book One Hundred Dollar Misunderstanding.
3
'•
3

Mt...n of the faculty, have you noticed? Those of you
who are Rose Men take a stand very similar to the stulent's viewpoints. The majority of faculty members —
those f rom other colleges — are the ones legislating
what Rose Mon will call thtir tradition.

Editorials that didn't get written:
We strongly a d voc a te
acceptance of recent suggestions
in faculty meetings for weeding
out freshmen EARLY who can't
or won't make it. We are quite
interested in the television hookA r e these Rose grads non-progressive educators? up with IU and Depauw, and wish
Are they immature? Or are these Rose Men the mem- the anticipated St. Mary's - Rose
exchange program could start a
bers of the faculty WHO KNOW BEST what went into few
years earlier than it will. We
making Rose tradition, and making them strong, are rapidly outgrowing the auditstaunch Rose Men?
MDR orium, Student Center, Cafeteria
and faculty office spaces (among
other things). But these could all
be in a new single Student Union.
National Ad Agency: National Advertising Service, Inc.
Earlham's cafeteria - auditorium
420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
sounds interesting.
Member, Indiana Collegiate Press Ass'n.
*
CO-EDITORS: Dennis Karwatka and Merle D. Rice
Welcome back to Prof. Anthony
NEWS EDITORS: Ron Turaski and Ron Chapman
Blake and Prof. Reid Bush, who
FEATURE EDITOR: Marvin Barkes
had the MUMPS? Dr. Rogers son
SPORTS EDITOR: Jake Hoffman
is in the hospital.
BUSINESS MANAGER: David Y. Rice
•
e, *
FACULTY ADVISOR: Prof Reid Bush
Pollitt: What is this PSI'S
Jay
Photographers: Gary Valbert, Mike Lubecky, Gary McIntyre
on my quickie?
Cartoons: John Portlock; Layout: John Rohr, Ron Thomas, Ed Delporte
Prof. Derry: Oh, that goes with
Hank Oestrike
PS, no slide rule.
your
News Writers: Gus Carrel, Gary Funk, J. Copeland, Evan Johnson,
**
*
Ron Bucknen, Tony Seimer, Larry Thomas, Steve Dougherty
advocate
o n e way
We strongly
Sport Writers: Bob Steder, Jim Brown, Ron Thomas, Jerry
traffic on the main stairway—Down
Zinngrabe, Pete Graf*, Dave Holobaugh
after classes and up before classFeature Writers: Dan Goodwin, Stew) Hart, Bob Crask, J. R.
Righthouso
es. This should eliminate confusion and congestion.
Illuaineaa Staff: Rey /Aueller, John Zoller, Dave Morgan

THE ROSE TECH

EXPLORER

EDITORIALS

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS...
BOTH ARE ESSENTIAL
Rich Daughterty's editorial in the latest Technic
brought to light a situation which has existed (tho obscurely) at this school for quite a few years. The difficulty seems to be that science majors, and at least one
instructor in particular, can see no possible reason for
educating a man in the engineering sciences. Likewise,
engineers tend to believe that the physical science majors are learning material which cannot possibly be applied to anything. Both are refusing to give the other
the right to exist.
In the Technic, Mr. Daugherty gave his views for
the physical sciences. Before continuing in our discussion it's only fair to give the engineer his rightful say.
We won't be as obscure and as hazy as the Technic was
in defending its views, we will deal only with cold facts.
We found these statistics in the Statistical Abstract of
the United States, 1962:
TOTAL EMPLOYED IN JANUARY, 1960
14,100
Mathematicians
15,600
Physicists
77,000
Chemists
648,900
Engineers
TOTAL EMPLOYED IN RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
Mathematicians
7,700
13,800
Physicists
Chemists
42,800
Engineers
224,390
DOCTORATE DEGREES CONFERRED,1959-1961
360
Mathematics
Physics (id. astronomy) 602
1,009
Engineering
1,138
Chemistry
So if you judge the profession by the number employed, engineering has many more than the other three
major sciences. If you judge it by the amount doing research, then the figures speak for themselves. And during the past two years over a thousand doctorate degrees were conferred to men majoring in engineering.
Engineers are neither small in number, lazy or unintelligent.
However, this is not the point that we're trying to
stress. It's very easy for a Math major to get into a
discussion with a Chem E and both will tend to tell the
other that his line of education is purposeless. The major form of delight around here seems to be to subtly
"cut" the other guy. Many new instructors and haughty
students use this form of entertainment quite frequently.
Isn't it entirely possible that the United States
needs both engineers a n d scientists (eh, Mr. Richard
Daugherty)? Explorer I, c a n openers, 14 inch tires,
clocks and everything else included in our gross national product calculations came about thru the efforts of
everyone. The scientists are the thinkers and the engineers are the appliers. An advanced course in differential equations would probably be an aid in writing
formulae for heat transfer rates and maximum flow
capacities but will it tell you how big a tube to employ
in a shell and tube heat exchanger or what type of
coolant to use or how to support this apparatus or what
type of motor should power the unit? Well, unfortunately it doesn't. What these equations will do tho, is
give a theoretical line of reasoning to the engineer who
will apply it in a practical manner and thus give to man
an end result which is t h e product of the scientists's
knowledge of theoretical applications and the engineer's knowledge of applicability.
_ Scientists are almost required to continue their
eaucation above the bachelor level in order to fulfill the
responsibility of their profession. Engineers have an
option, they may elect employment immediately to gain
practical knowledge more rapidly or they may also continue their education so that they may work more intimately with scientists.
Therefore, Rose Poly students and instructors,
America needs both. Engineers are not scientists and
neither are scieptists engineers. There is no reason why
professional rivalry should get any deeper, it's approaching the deadly stage so let's s top it before it
gets out of control.
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Convo Speaker
Stuns Audience

EDITORIALS

THE TREND?
MORE HOURS
LESS CREDIT
The hue and cry of students receiving one hour of
credit for many hours of laboratory work is losing
ground to undercover forces — faculty members requiring even MORE HOURS OF IN CLASS TIME for the
same credit.
We do not speak of the increase in evening tests. As
long as daytime classes are cancelled to compensate for
them, this seems equitable. But stories are leaking of
"required extra seminars" (not officially scheduled) in
evenings at instructor's homes.
The real topper is in ROTC. Credit has long been a
bone of contention here. Two years ago, the Monday,
one houf-year round drill was abolished in favor of twohour fall and spring drill, same total hours, same credit.
Now, however, MS III's and many MS IV's are required
to "volunteer" for drill during the Winter also — without extra credit. If they resent this intrusion on their
own time — they are not worthy of the program.
What next? Classrooms equipped with bunks for the
MDR
allowed one hour of sleep a day?

Personal Initials
Win Over Frats'
By Marvin Barkes
It's the beginning of a new year,
and as is the case with businesses
all over the country, it is inventory time for the Explorer. Since
it was found - after a thoro inspection of this paper's vast
wealth of tangible property — that
could
there was nothing which
rightfully be put on an inventory
to
sheet, a decision was made
other
take inventory someplace
than in the Explorer office. After
all, we all kncw that all better
businesses must turn UD with an
inventory—of some kind!
The search for something inventoriable was brought to an end in
the classrooms of Rose. It was
decided that an inventory of the
desks (and the literary value
found thereon) would be taken.
The inventory taken covered
rooms 201 thru 211.
In the nine rooms, there was
a total of 416 desks, part of which
were made of hard oak, and part
plywood.
from softer, surfaced
Rather than bore the reader with
descriptions of all the bits of literature found on the desks, it has
been decided to bore you only
with the general trends and most
popular comments appearing on
the desks.
Persons.' initials seemed to be
about the most frequently appearing scratchings, though fraternity
symbols rated a close secon d.
Sigma Nu was in the lead in the
Jesk-top-scratching poll with a
total of 13. Alpha Tau Omega was
runner-up with a total of 9, followed by Theta Xi with 5 and
Lambda Chi Alpha with 2.
It was noticed that the salter
were
plywood-surfaced desks
more vulnerable to the desk-topscratchers than were the oaken
models. Nearly all of the plywood
surfaces contained something of
literary value'.
Also, it was observed that the
rooms with the most desk
top
scratches are those frequented
most often by humanities courses.
For this there is no readily-available explanation.

Stewart Martin's

SNAP
SHOP
Terre Haute's Most
Complete Camera Shop
Meadows Shopping
Center

TOUCHE

What do you think is the roughest sport? I say hockey. Why?
BY Tony Siemer
The stout, grey haired woman The St. Paul Seints were fined
had just finished relating a war $500 and the "Fighting Saints" —
adventure she had allegedly ex- as they're fondly called — goalie
perienced as a spy in the service Jacques Marcotte was suspended
of the British during t h e second for the season when Jacques
world war. Suddenly she changed attacked /Tierce George K a r n.
the topic, admonishing t h e aud- Marcotte wasn't even in play but
ience not to judge a person's char- didn't like a call by Kam and
bench swinging his
acter from their outward appear- came off
This
a common occuris
stick!
ance for looks can be deceiving,
and with a sudden sweep of the ence in hockey.
from exhand proved this point. Mr. Mar- Good judgment comes
tin Hughes had just given an- perience, and experience comes
character from poor judgment.
other of his famous
portrayals. A stunned audience
knew nothing but silence. If only
science could present its maxims
had
as vividly as Mr. Hughes
proved its point.
His career started in his student
days when he and a friend crashed a Sadie Hawkins Dance — he
6 Chairs - No Waiting
playing the feminine part. After
graduating from college he went
into business a n d it wasn't until
several years later that a friend
Appointments Available
suggested he play the part of a
Mon., Tues., & Wed.
woman speaker at a convention,
Call C 9354
He has been introduced as the
great - great -granddaughter of
North 7th Street
110
the revolutionary war hero, only to
discover later that he had been a
bachelor. He received a woman's
sympathy when he very dejectCompliments of
edly made the remark that he
didn't think he would bear any
H. P. SHIRLEY
children and on another occasion
& COMPANY
a man remarked to him in the
presence of women. "0, it's you!
Wholesale Grocers
I didn't recognize you with your
534 N. 4th St.—Terre Haute
clothes on.'

ORPHEUM
BARBER SHOP

Flattop Specialest

Dr. Meeks Working
In Acoustics
By Jim Eddleman
been
Dr. W. W. Meeks has
engaged in research trying to
deduce from acoustical measurements, certain physical properties
of a material and then measuring
the physical properties directly by
an independent method and finally comparing the results.
This is accomplished through
resonant
the use of underwater
absorbers-rubber mats cemented
onto a steel backing plate. A number of holes are molded partway
through the rubber mat: the resulting air pockets along with the
rubber layers over the holes form
a resonating system. By choosing
for
suitable mechanical models
can
the resonating system one
deduce from acoustical measurements made on the absorbers, certain physical properties. The
physical properties are then measured independently and the results
are compared.
The research has been supportReed by the Office of Naval
search for three years. T h e research might find useful application in lining tanks used in under
water sound measurements. Dr.
acoustical
Meeks says that the
way
under
well
are
measurements
measuring
but the program of
independent
physical properties
ly is just getting starter?

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: PAUL DOWNING
How can telephone craftsmen be kept up to date on the
sophisticated equipment of the Telstar age? Paul Downing
(B.S., 1956) solves this problem for Illinois Bell.
Paul's job is to evaluate Illinois Bell's plant training;
methods. He came to this job from one in which he supervised 72 repairmen and installers. As Test Center Foreman
for the Franklin District of Chicago, Paul learned the

business quickly and showed a strong knack for handling
responsibility. This important ability led to his promotion
as Telephone Wire Chief.
Paul Downing and other young men like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring
the finest communications service in the world to the homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Rose Students Coloring Book
IA CHILD'S GARDEN OF MILDEW]
(Those with the time may supply the pictures)

BY KEN WICKWIRE

I. This is the Math Department; Color the snow on
the floor white.

2. This is an R. 0. T. C. class; color it boring; color
the instructor's blouse and trousers green; color
the student's expressions green.

3. This is a faculty trend; color t h e beards frowzy
browr.

4. This is the eating area in the Student Center; color
the card players' faces red.

5. This is a physics professor; color the "arrows" in
his right hand revolving; color all the other
"spears" painful.

6. This is a surprise quiz; color it completely unexpected. Today teacher told us he spends more time
thinking about when to give these than he does in
preparing his lectures.

7. This is a Rose laboratory; color the broken equipment black; color the unused equipment gray;
color all the other equipment invisible.

8. This is a parking lot; color it full to overflowing with
pretty cars; color it this way for at least ten more
years.

9. This is a Rose graduate; color him colorful; he is
well rounded.

10. This is a convocation; first find the students; then
color them.

I I. This is the author; color his future now very drab.
ED. NOTE: Coloring Contest winner receives a free, no-expense paid trip to Crayola plant.
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MORE of EXCESSIVE EXECUTIVE LUNA
"The Russians are just follow- above positions were n o t official
continued from page 1
national adin t h e current administration of ing their old policy. The Commun- positions of the current
howtoreign policy which on a day-to- ists start out on a course of action minittration. He indicated,
atthese
in
danger
the
that
ever,
when
and
wrong,
Is
know
they
by
that
pervaded
day basis seems to be
they
the Adlai Stevenson mentality". you call their hand they say, 'all titudes lies in the fact they
body of
He said that "Governor Stevenson right, we'll stop this if you'll give do represent substantial
influapparently
among
thought
they
that
there'
over
something
willus
be
to
seemed
and his followers
are in
ing to negotiate on anything and know they have. no right to what- ential people, some of whom
He
on a n y principle no matter how ever. And that is what they did to the National Administration.
atthese
that
fact
the
"that
stated,
Cuba."
in
This
us
interests.
American
vital to
beneath
immediately
are
titudes
principal
apparently included the
Mr. Sharp also stated that there
the
of the Monroe Doctrine". He con- were shocking implications upon the surface does not change
to our
danger
a
are
they
that
fact
last
the
exin
attitudes
apparently
by
freedom
that
American
cluded
analysis the Stevenson attitude had pressed in "The Liberal Papers". national freedoms a n d independh e "Liberal Papers" were the ence."
pervailed in the Cuban crisis. "The
real danger in the Cuban situation project of a group of Rouse of Rep- He states that in the Cuban crishas certainly not been eliminated resentatices lortned in 1959. Active is as in other ifistances the Presiand possibly the continued exist- membership in the project center- dent apparently was more concernence of Communist Cuba had been ed around twelve members of the ed about the way things appeared
guaranteed by the United States". House of Representatives, includ- than the way they were. He challIn this regard he quoted from Sen- ing Congressman James Roosevek, enged the engineering students to
ator Richard B. Russell, Democrat Democrat of California. There were use their gifted facilities of mind
Of -Georgia, long-time chairman of apparently other Democratic Con- and spirit to see through the way
the Senate Armed Service Cemmit- kressmen close to this liberal pro- things seemed and to see things as
ject. Five of these conkressmeq they are. He stated that upon gradtee:
"We have thmporized. We have were defeated in 1960 and three of uating students in the engineering
even lifted the quarantine. Frank- them hold governmental positions. field and in t h e scientific areas
ly, I thought that was a mistake. I The speaker Summarized various had a tremendous obligation to
didn't think we should lift the quar- shocking attitudes that were pres- participate actively in government
antine, or make any guarantees as ent in "T h e Liberal Papers" as and in political parties. "This participation must be underlined by
to Cuba, until we had had the right follows:
of on-site inspection throughout 1. We'd rather be Red than dead. a basic understanding of the elements of human freedoms and a
-Cuba."
2. Abandon in West Berlin.
"We will have to eventually rid 3. Export nonessential products determination to preserve it."
The chairman of Political Forthis hemisphere of Castro and all
to the Russians.
um, Steve O'Neil, preceded M r.
that he stands for . . . Iiwould be I. Recognize Red China.
in favor of doing it now if we could 5. Abandon in Formosa and the Sharp's address with an explanation of the purposes of the group.
make a joint effort with the other
Chinsese Nationalists and turn iferle Rice, the "speaker getter"
Latin American states. But since
over the off-shore and Pesca- for the group, acted as M. C. for
Russia claims that they have
dores Islands to the U. N.
moved the missiles, and since our 6. Scrap the Civil Defense Pro- the evening.
government has 'accepted their
gram.
word about it — and why on earth 7. Cease nuclear testing while
we should have accepted their word
Russia continues.
I don't know."
8. Unilaterial disarmament of
"Here three months ago we were
United States.
pledged to see that Castfoism in 9. Castro is not a Communist.
this hemisphere was destroYeer. 10. Let Russia "plug in on our
We have n o w been euchred lato
DEWLINE" to warn Kremlin
the posita of babysitting Tor Casof any retaliatory missile attro and guaranteeing me integrity
tack by United States.
of the Communii,i. regime in Caba, 11. Give United States foreign aid
and we don't know for a posItive
to all Communist countries infact that the missiles and the
cluding Red China.
bombers have been removed. I asRed China did not invade Tibet
12.
sume that they have, b u t all we
and that the Tibetan massacre
have seen is a box that they said
was simply a `-oorder incident".
contained the bomber, and a long
metal container that they said con- 13. Recognition and admission into
the United Nations of East Bertained the missile . . .
lin, Communist Korea and Com"I certainly hope that we will
munist Vietnam.
not make any further concessions
The speaker indicated that the
until we at least have the right to
send the United Nations team in
there to see that there are no missiles hidden in the caves or other
strategic places in Cuba, and we
have the right to test to see whether there are a n y atomic nuclear
warheads there. That is a test that
can be carried on through instrumentation and is reasonably accurate."

continued from page"!
in the UN. By observing the part
represents
that the country he
plays in the proceedings, he can
see how personal feelings and national dictates rule the members'
actions. Each delegation is provided with an advisor, from the
country it represents.
The views that these advisors
hold may provide a valuable insight in modern political situations or what other countries
really think of America.
The knowledge you gain and the
big
entertainment that only a
school can offer give you a weekend you won't soon forget. To become a delegate to the Little U N,
see Prof. Elbert and help decide
the country to be represented.

Service Station
Corner of 4th & Poplar
C-91114
Herb Minter

FIVE BARBERS

NORMAN'S
BARBER SHOP
201 North 13th St.

MEADOW GOLD DAIRY
e

rvicing

& STUDENT CENTER
ROSE CAFETERIA
With High Quality

MILK & ICE CREAM
"If it's Meadow Gold it's Mighty Good"

Beatrice Foods Co.

Dining Room or Car Service

HENRI'S
3631 Wabash

Wesielvl _Indiana

3
'

51neii keiiauran.i

DAUGHERTY'S Barber Shop
Hours 8:30 A.
M. to 5:30 P.
M. All Modern
Union Shop

ENGINEERS

NORTH 4th ST.
CITIES SERVICE
FREE CAR WASH

3-MINIT CAR WASH
30th Just North of Wabash
Car Wash
With Mu of
at least
Cost

FREE
34c
49e
59e
79e
99e
1 $1.29
61.39
$1.65

15 Gallons
14 Gallons
13 Gallons
12 Gallons
10 Gallons
II Gallons
6 Gallons
4 Gallons

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Reg.

Consider these facts about Walker Manufacturing Company.
Fast Growing/Bold Research Programs
Dynamic Young Management/Financially Sound
National Prestige/Excellent Plant Locations
Expanding Sales Volume

PAIGE'S
MUSIC
STORE
642 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute's Most
Complete Music Store
Records — Sheet Music
Stereo Tapes

C-6858

Our representative will be on campus next Thursday, Jan. 17

WALKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ONTARIO.
HEADQUARTERS: RACINE. WISCONSIN/PLANT LOCATIONS: ABERDEEN. MISSISSIPPI/GALT.
CANADA/HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA/JACKSON. MICHIGAN / LAKE MILLS. 10WA/RACINE. WISCONSIN
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A LOT OF FAITH
AND A LITTLE LOVE
In the spring of 1958, Prof. Gordon Haist got the
idea that a school newspaper at Rose Poly would be an
excellent outlet for student expression in a responsible
manner. Just the presence of a paper would relieve
many tensions and allay many untrue rumors.
So, in order to get the ball rolling, his Personnel
Management class of twenty was given a group project. They were to theoretically set up a school paper
at Rose. But even after the reports had been collected
this idea stuck with Jim Funk, then a sophomore. He
had done a great deal of research into the assignment
and formulated the system under which the Explorer
is now printed.
Jim had a little trouble convincing the Student Council that they should appropriate enough funds to subsidize the paper for one semester. But because he was
vei y persuasive and the council saw a definite need for
a bi-weekly publication, the appropriation was approved.
The name Explorer was chosen in honor of the first
American satellite to make it around the world. Before
the present editors revamped t h e masthead, a motto
"To new horizons for more information" always appeared just below the newspaper's name.
The original staffs were formulated on the basis
that work shouldn't excessively fall on anyone and that
reporters duties would be arranged by a head reporter.
Business staffs and advertising staffs were also developed to control the "purse strings" of the then unborn,
Explorer.
In the fall of 1959, the first Explorer was introduced
to the student body. Behind that first paper were hours
of work involving students who were writing news for
the first time, students who were selling ads for the
first time and students laying out the paper with no
previous knowledge of this time-consuming effort. But
after all these details were resolved, the paper was
printed; and has continued to come out on schedule
(every two weeks except when vacations interfere) for
almost four years.
However, this Explorer, and e very one before it
could not possibly have been printed without the unsung
assistance and subsidization by our printer, the Daily
Clintonian in Clinton, Indiana. Thru the first two precariou3 years of the paper's existence — when it was
literally tottering between life or death — the Clintontan would wait and wait and wait for payment. When
they legally could stop printing for non-payment, they
continued — even tho they too were unsure of the Explorer's life span. But because they "put up" with us,
Jur advertising increased allowing the paper to become
completely solvent and to double its siae and not lose
money.
Early in this semester, the Clintonian obtained a
new press making the Explorer easier to read, with
clearer photos and more even folds.
Thru the energies of Prof. Haist and Jim Funk, and
the patience of the Clintorian, the Explorer has grown
and prospered. It is a shining example to what a lot
A faith and a little love can do.

EXCELLENT CAREER
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
for Engineers and Physical Scientists
The Naval Ordnance Laboratory (N 01 located in a desirable
suburb of Washington. I). C.—now one of the nation's leading research areas—offers seniors in Engineering and the
Physical Sciences unique career development opportunities
in: Missile Guidance and Weapons Systems . . . Space and
Re-Entry Components, Underseas Weapons, Fire Control.
Sonar, Fuzes, and Influence IN:lectors . . . Meteorological
Rockets. Aerodynamics. Hydrodynamics, Explosives, Propellants, Acoustics and Pressure Fields . . . Infrared, Nuclear
Physics, Solid State and Mathematics.
You will benefit from a year-long. on-the-job rotational
training program. You are encouraged—and helped financially—to work out an'advanced degree program with local
universities. All positions enjoy the added benefits of
Career Civil Service.
On-Campus Interviews will be held

February 5
or write to W. B. Wilkinson, Employment Officer (CN)

US.Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak • Silver Spring, Maryland

Bolivar (notice his hat?) had a difficult time in plowing thru all the rubble
which was in the new dorm last month. However, since then the new hall has
been cleaned considerably and Bolivar has been appointed as the fourth floor
counselor ... he now resides in room 401-A.

The Placement Picture
By
PROFESSOR PAUL B.HEADDY
Director of Admissions and Placement
It has become a tradition that Rose men a r e sought by industry when they
graduate.
During the 1961-62 school year, the following 134 companies, from all over the
United States, sent recruiters to Rose Polytechnic Institute to interview and compete for the services of 65 graduating seniors. Many others competed without sending representatives to the campus. Before June, every man was either placed in industry or had made plans to go to graduate school or to service. The average starting salary was nearly $560.00 per month. This does not include fringe benefits such
as insurance, profit-sharing, stock-buying, a n d financial assistance for pursuing
graduate study.
The centralized Placement Office promotes and coordinates this service with
the cooperation of the Administration and Faculty, to help every Rose man, whether he is an undergraduate, graduate, or alumnus, to find his proper place in our
ever-changing economy.
A number of our undergraduates who are employed during the summer by industry accept positions with these companies after graduation.
The following companies sent representatives to our campus during 1961-62 to
interview seniors and undergraduates.
Aeronautical Systems Division
Allied Chemical Company
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Allison Division — G.M.C.
American Air Filter Co.
American Oil Co. — Sales
American Oil Company —
Operations
American Tel. & Tel. Co.
American Viscose Company
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.
Arvin Industries
Associated Spring Company
Bell Telephone Labs.
The Bendix Corp.
Borg-Warner Canpany
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
The Budd Company
Bunker Hill Air Force Base
Bureau of Reclamation
Campbell Soup Company
Caterpillai Tractor Company
Central Foundry Division—G.M.C.
Chemstrand Corporation
Citi' - Service Petroleum Company
City of Chicago
Chrysler Institute
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Colgate Palmolive Peet Company
Collins Radio Company
Commercial Solvents Corporation
Commonwealth Edison Company
Continental Electronics
Corn Products Company
Corporate Systems Center
Cummins Engine Company
Dayton Power and Light Co.
Delco-Remy Division — G.M.C.
Detroit-Edison Company
Diamond Chain Company
The Dow Chemical Co.
Dow-Jones Publishing Co.
DuPont Company
Factory Insurance Assn.
Factory Mutual Engineering Div.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Ford Motor Company

Northern Indiana Public Service
Gates Radio Company
Co.
Geniral Electric Co.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
General Foods Corp.
Osborn Manufacturing Co.
General Motors Corp.
Packard Electric Div. — G.M.C.
General Telephone Co. ortnci.
Pacific Missile Range
Goodman Manufacturing Co.
Pennsylvania R. R.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
Perfect Circle Corporation
Goodrich-Gulf Chemical Co.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
G.M.C.
Division
Lamp
Guide
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing
Hamilton Cosco, Inc.
Co.
Hamilton Standard
Public Service Co. of Indiana
Hazeltine Corporation
Radio Corp. of America
Hyster Company
Republic Steel Corporation
Illinois Power Company
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Indiana Bell Telephone Co.
Sinclair efining Company
Ind. Bureau of Public Roads
Socony Mobil Oil Company
Ind. Flood Control
Standard Oil of Ohio
Ind. & Mich. Electric Co.
Ind. University — Sch. of Business Surface Combustion
Texaco, Inc.
hid. University — Sch. of Law
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Co.
Indianapolis Power & Light Co.
The Trane Company
Inland Steel Co.
Union Carbide Co.
The Institute of Paper Chemistry
Union Electric Company
International Business Machines
U. S. Air Force
International Harvester Co.
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Interstate Electronics
U. S. Army Ordnance Tech.
John Hopkins Univ. — Applied
Placemtnt Office
Physics Lab.
U. S. Dept. of Commerce
M. W. Kellegg Company
Patent Office
Koppers Company
Geological Survey
S.
U.
Co.
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
U. S. Gypsum Company
Eli Lilly Company
U. S. Marine Corps
Lincoln National Life Ins. Co.
U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot
Link Belt Company
S. Nav.11 Avionics Facility
U.
Litton — Data System Div.
U. S. Naval Ordnance Lab.
McDonnel Aaraft
U. S. Naval Propellant Plant
Magnavox Co.
U. S. Navy Recruiting
Mallinckrodt Chem. Works
U. S. Potomac River Naval
The Mead Corp.
Command
Mead Johnson Company
U. S. Rubber Company
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
U. S. Steel Corp.
Morgan County R.E.M.C.
Walker Manufacturing Co.
Motorola, Inc.
Western Electric Company
National Aeronautics & Space
Western Union Tel. Co.
Admin.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
New York Central R. R.
W. Va. Pulp & Paper Company
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
North American Aviation
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Greeks Enjoy Full Season
tional Sigma Nu Christmas dinner
was held with married men and
wives being honored guests. The
dinner was superb as usual, and
the Chicago Bears' game afterwards supplemented it nicely.
Probably the most pleasing event
occurred on Sunday, December 16.
The Sigma Nus and the Chi Omegas combined to hold a Christmas
party for twenty ophans from the
Glenn Home. Altho the Sigma Nu
brought the material gifts, they received the greatest gift of all when
they saw the overpowering delight
in the children's eyes. The party
reached its exciting climax when
Santa Gary Schillinger arrived to
distribute the Christmas stockings.
After the party everyone returned
to the house to twist the night away. Some of the girls, overwhelmed by Santa's second appearance
of the night, posed for pictures in
Santa's lap. A perfect evening
came to a close with t h e Sigma
Nus and the Chi Omegas singing
the old familiar Christmas carols.
The Sigma Nus are looking forward to their first mixer with one
of ISC's newest sororities, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, on January 11. An
Lambda Chi Alpha
unusual atmosphere will be creatat
Lambseason
The Christmas
by the beatnik theme.
ed
da Chi Alpha was once again in
the spirit of giving. On Friday evTheta Xi
ening, December 14, the student
drawing to a
semester
the
With
nurses from Union Hospital were
is suspending its
guests at the house. At this gath- close, Theta Xi
for about three
ering the gifts for the annual social functions
t h e months of
However,
weeks.
Christmas party were wrapped and
and the
December
and
November
nurses and the Lambda Chi men
of January saw the
combined to decorate the house in first few days
on its foundaa fine holiday fashion. After put- TX house rocking
ting the finishing touches on a tion.
2 the Chi Omega
long-needled pine tree, everyone ad- On November
enclosed by the
ISC
was
of
sorority
for
dancjourned to The basement
Weiser a n d
'Floyd'
TX.
of
walls
ing, refreshments and some sing'Sonny' Roberts gave a brief reing.
sume of the brief Liston-Pattern
On the following Sunday the fight.
student nurses once again helped
TX loaned its services to the Musin the disteibution of gifts, via San- cular Dystrophy Foundation on Deta of course, to underprivileged cember 1. Human roadblocks were
children of the area. Bob Blahut set up and two hours of work netm a re an excellent Santa as all ted the fund about $350.
present could attest. The afternoon
The annual Christmas party was
also included singing with the held December 16 and began with
children with several choruses of a dinner at Throckmorton's Rest"Jingle Bells", which evidently is aurant. The dinner was followed by
still the Christmas time favorite. a dance at the TX house and the
After everyone had enjoyed the entire function was a booming sucholidays and returned to school, cess.
the freshmen were entertained
The new year began for TX on
last Friday at the second set of January 5 with a 'Roaring Twenget-acquainted parties.
ties' party. A gangland pickup
As the semester comes to an end staged at Burford and Reeves Halls
thoughts leave the social scene and of ISC was headed by five mobturn to finals. However to help sters with black shirts, white ties,
bring the Lambda Chis thru in pin-striped, double-breasted suits
grand style, they can look forward and tommy guns, did a fine job of
to house parties with the women frightening the receptionest at the
from St. Mai;y's, Chi Omega and desk of both dorms to the point
Zeta Tau Alpha as well as many that they were afraid to touch the
dances during the second semester. telephone. The party took place in
the famous 'Blue Garter' club of
Sigma Nu
TX. The party was interrupted by
During the month of December, Eliot Mess and his Improbables.
the Sigma Nu social season stayed
Next semester, Theta Xi has
in full swing. The fraternity house several social functions scheduled
was the scene for the December with the Alpha Omicron Pi's and
15 date party. Altho the evening Sima Kappa's of ISC. The Bowery
started off a bit slowly, things be- Ball is planned f o r sometime in
gan to pick up when Indiana May. Next semester looks promisState basketball game let out. Ev- ing for TX.
eryone spent 'much of their time
Ole Miss Scores
dancing but as time passed more
OXFORD, Miss. (UPI)—The
and more couples found their way
upstairs to spend t h e remainder University of Mississippi reof the evening chatting by the fire- corded its first perfect record
place. The following day the tradi- in 70 years of football with a
9-0 performance in 1962.

Alpha Tau Omega

A mixer and a Christmas party
f o r 30 underprivileged children
were the social highlights of December for Alpha Tau Omega.
A mixer was held on December
8th, with St. Mary-of-the-Woods.
Then on Sunday, December 16t11,
the Delta Gamma sorority and ATO
teamed up to buy and wrap presents and entertain the thirty underprivileged children from Terre
Haute.
Socially the Taus started the new
year off right. A Zeta Tau AlphaATO mixer was held on Sunday,
the 6th of January. Chaperones for
the event were Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Blake.
Taking a, peek ahead at the tentative ATO social caIender it looks
like this: Heart Fund Tag Day
with the aamma Phi sorority;
mixers with Delta Gamma, Sigma
Kappa and St. Mary's; the annual
pledge dance and in March ATO
State Day. Toward the end of the
school year the ATO colony at
State and I h e Rose chapter are
sponsoring a combined dance.

Mutual Funds a Stabilizer
In Market Break of '62
NEW YORK (UPI) — Wall
Street's composure cracked last
Spring under the impact of the
stack market falling with all
the shattering effects of a
humpty-dumpty.
But in spite of its May-June
convulsion it was soon clear
that, unlike humpty-dumpty,
the stock market could be put
together again. That reconstruction is in progress now.
Mutual funds, a vehicle upon
which the safety-minded investor can buy into stocks with a

minimum of risk, are recovering nicely after suffering along
with everyone else in the violent
May-June shakeout.
Mutual fund assets at yearend, reflecting the turbulent
spring selloff, stood at $20 billion, down from the record $22.8
billion of 1961. But even at this
level, 1962 assets still maintained an impressive margin over
the $17.03 of 1960.
As goes the stock market, so
go the mutuals. In 1961, the
stock market was the best
friend a mutual fund investor

Developments in Oil
Brighten '63 Outlook
early in the year, retail prices
and leveled off — due
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) — The climbed
to Gulf Oil's bold move
U.S. oil industry broke few rec- chiefly
to stop making allowances for
ords in 1962 but the year prodealers in depressed markets
duced several bright develop37 states east of the Rockies.
in
busibetter
to
ments pointing
also led the way in stopGulf
ness in 1963.
ping a fiareup of price wars.
Chief among these were the
The depletion allowance for
new import quota formula and
oil
producers seemed safe at
the end of widespread retail
year's end, with polls indicatwars.
price
gasoline
Senate would block any
Pipelines and petrochemicals, ing the
moves to cut the tax concesglamor items in the oil and
sions in 1963.
gas business, continued their
The year's pipeline news was
growth.
dominated by Colonial and Ten'Texas passed the half-million
nessee Gas. Colonial began conmark in well starts during 1962
on its 1600-mile, $300
struction
and the state railroad commismillion line from Houston to
plug
to
crackdown
a
began
sion
New York. The venture, sponproration gaps. The widelysored jointly by nine major oil
publicized slant-hole investigafirms, will move a variety of
tions were part of the "get
products through pipe as big
tough" policy.
as 36 inches in diameter. Its
Cheap Soviet oil, which had
daily capacity will be 600,000
been used by the Russians as
barrels — or the equivalent of
a cold war market, was cut back
50 average-sized tankers.
during the year by the U.S.S.R.,

apparently because it got tired
of losing money by selling at
cut-rate prices.
Automation throughout the
industry continued at a rapid
pace, cutting costs at refineries
and simplifying pipeline control, but bringing forced cuts
in employment.
President Kennedy's program
to base oil imports on how
much is being produced in the
United States instead of on
how much is being used,
brought general approval from

U.S. producers.
The program limits crude
imports to 12.2 per cent of the
domestic production east of the
Rocky Mountains during the
corresponding six months of the
previous year.
Gasoline marketing improved
during 1962 for the first time
in two years.
After hitting a 12-year low

Tennessee Gas, opposed
strongly by the Federal Power
Commission staff, abandoned
its plan to sell Texas natural
gas to Southern California Edison. The line would have run
1500 miles through Northern
Mexico.
Petroleum demand during
1962 should average out at 10.2
million barrels daily — four per
cent above 1961, according to
L. F. McCollum, president of
Continental Oil Co. and board
chairman of the American Petroleum Institute. This would

be the largest annual increase
since 1955.
Crude oil production should
end up at 7.3 million barrels
daily, an increase of 2 per cent
over 1961. Natural gas consumption probably will be up
about 6 per cent over last year,
McCollum said.

ever had. In 1962, in a protracted skid, mutual funders watched their assets melt along with
stock prices.
Some mutual fund companies
were able to ride out the 1962
storm with comparative calm.
These shifted a substantial part
of their portfolios from common stocks to U.S. Government
bonds during the market's high
in the fall of 1961.
According to the Investment
Company Institute (ICI), which
represents 170 mutual fund
companies, investors bought an
estimated $2.7 billion worth of
mutual fund shares in 1962. But
while 1962 purchases were under
last year's record $2.95 billion.
the figure was still above the
$2.1 billion recorded in 1960,
and the second best in mutual
fund history.
Public acceptance of mutual
fund shares, and the retention
of shares under even the most
harrowing of market conditions.
is further pointed up by the increase in shareholder accounts
to an estimated 6 million — individual and institutional — up
from 5,319,200 (m) at the end
of 1961, and 4,897,600 (m) in
1960.
The Institute reported that.
significantly, the redemption of
fund shares has remained fairly
static under present market
conditions and estimated that
redemptions for this year will
total about $1.1 billion, down
from $1.16 billion reported in
1961.
Mutual funds attract people
who invest for the long term to
reach such goals as increased
retirement income and education for their children.
The mutuals must be given
credit for providing a tangible

ballast that went far in stabilizing the stock market in the
final three days of May.
Mutual funds bought nearly
1,640,000 (m) shares and sold
1,010,000 (m) on the New York
Stock Exchange last May 28, 29
and 31, ending that critical
trading period with a net purchase balance of 620,000 shares.

The President of the Investment Company Institute, Dorsey Richardson, while shying
away from any hard prediction,
said the Institute "looks forward to the New Year with a
confidence born of the years of
growth in serving the investing
public."
Richardson based this confidence on the fact that shareholder accounts rose to an alltime high in 1962, despite the
vagaries of the stock market,
and to increased public and
government attention to mutual
funds.

Shopping downtown?

ant
O'DAY'S
Restaur
673 Wabash
C-8065
For a quick snack

'Famous 'For

STACKER/ME*

N
O'DAY'S DRIVE-I
C-9831

2645 Wabash

Complete Carry-Out Service

NWIDF FOOD SERVICES
NATIO
Div. of Automatic Canteen Co. of America
Servicing
Cafeteria & Student Center
One of over two hundred operations
— Nationwide
Dick Blackfelner — Manager

During the Rose Riots, Ron "Guzzy" Gessel led the ROTC gunnery thru their
fumbling paces. From left they are: Evan Johnson, Jim Doolittle, Hal Coon,
Bill Kuschel, Ron Chapman; hidden behind Guzzy are Andy Breece and John
Frischkorn.
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NEW TENNIS TEAM BEING FORMED
UNDER ADVISORSHIP OF MAX KIDD
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Rose Poly's athletic competition Schools will be invited to cornwill be increased this year with pete at Rose as well. It is a recnumber
the formation of the school's first ognized problem that the
and
small,
is
Rose
at
courts
of
team.
tennis
officially recognized
be
match could
limited
a
only
infraof
director
Kidd,
Max
here.
held
serve
mural sports activities, will
complete match, six courts
as coach and advisor to the team. In a
that.
be used, so
Practice will begin in the early could easily four to six men on
the
of
each
have
men
spring, and about 25
compete in simulalready expressed interest in the team could matches. Natmrtaneous singles
team.
to
the
ing
on
places
travell
for
g
is
competin
team
bowling
all
Tomorrow, t h e basketb
Once again intermural
ally, the number of courts needed
Tuesday afternoon
It is hoped that at least six for doubles competition is not Sc
Greenville, lllinois in the hopes of improving their 2-2 is in full swing.
finds Rose men co-ordinated and matches can be scheduled with
conference record to a more solid 3-2. Last year, the wico - ordinated both, matching nearby colleges. Teams being con- great.
Four upperclassmen are returnEngineers fell to Greenville twic e, both times Dave their skills at the great old game sidered for matches include ing from last year's team. They
De Pauw, ISC, Franklin, Wabash will form the nucleus of this
Dumford and Ron Danielowicz fouled out giving a scor- of bowling.
that were turn- and teams of t h e Prairie Valley year's team. They are Larry
scores
the
With
nt
ing aid to the Illinois team. Coach Jim Carr, confide
ed in after the first week's games Conference, of which Rose is a Anderson, Dave Nancrede, Torn
of another victory, said: "They (Greenville) have al- one would sit up and take notice member.
Terry, and John Toole.
some of the Rose men
Coach Kidd stated that the
Last year's tennis competition
ways had good teams in the past but we're very capa- of the skill
captained
possess. A junior team,
th e
schedule cannot be drawn up until was limited to action in
."
winning
of
ble
by Mel Izzumi threw the highest the other teams have been con- annual Prairie Valley Conference
Next Tuesday, January 15, the team will return single game totals, 875, that has tacted as to whether or not their meet, held at Principia College.
by this reporter in the tennis schedule could convenient- Dick Landenberger, '62, took sec
home for a non-conference match with independent been seen years.
High single game
four
past
combine with that proposed by ond place in singles at that meet
Wabash College. This will be the first time in 14 years rolled that day was 202, achieved ly
Rose.
This will be the fourth year for
that the two schools have met on the hardwood. Wa- by both Jake Hoffman and Sam Since this is the first year in Rose in the Prairie Conference
be tenni3 action.
bash has an extremely good team this year. Purdue Swan.
which a tennis team would
The next week all the old stand- given money from the school
scoring
a
thru
only
but
points
beat them by only nine
by big guns seemed to fall apart. athletic fund, tennis was not inStamina
Faculty standouts of the past as cluded in the original budget, and
surge in the closing minutes of the game.
(UPI)—Teen-age
LOUIS
ST.
Who
To save Gary Rieser of St. Louis played
But the Engineers still have high hopes for the meet. well as those upper classmen
limited.
be
will
funds
have been considered of possessfive hours and 15 minutes in the
The team is improving thru balanced scoring. In the ing some knowledge of the sport money, Kidd hopes the tennis
tc deciding match to win the Natravel
to
able
be
will
team
of
one
every
of bowling could not find the pins.
Blackburn game, which Rose won 91-78,
with the basebaE tional Junior Singles title here.
bright spot of the day other schools
the starting five scored more than 10 points. So, with The onlyteam
in tennis when
compete
He defeated top-seeded Karl
and
team,
headed up by Ron
was the
no weakness in offensive plays, the opposing team Thomas. They turned in a very the schools meet on the diamond Hedrick of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
is here that scheduling will be- in five sets.
doesn't know who to guard or who to look at for bad fine score and as was evident in It
Rieser won a total of 46
come critical, for if the school in.
they
bowling,
weeks
third
the
tennis games in the match, winning,
playing . . . they're isn't any.
has a
already
question
beat.
to
team
appear to be the
The final game of the semester will be played against In the third week of bowling match set up for that date, the 6-4, 5-7, 4-6, 18-16, 13-11.
out.
Marion College in Indianapolis, Indiana on Thursday signs are appearing that everyone Rose match is
the
again
Once
place.
his
January 17. Rose defeated Marion last year 83-77 and is finding
Ron Thomas team stole the
hopes to do it again this year. They have the same start- spotlight with a 1651 series and
ing five as last year and suffer from a lack of height as every man averaged better than
do the Engineers. Altho Marion has always had a good 150.
While Thomas' boys have been
team they're remained relatively unimproved while winning their 9 straight games
Rose's basketball prowess in consistently getting better. two other teams have also been
perfect pattern. The
Duane Wood and Jim Brown have just begun to followingasa always
has ,a winning
faculty,
emerge and are hitting more evenly. In the Blackburn team this year headed by John
game Wood scored 14 points and Brown hit 12. Up to Demeter. Their outstanding man
week was the man who
now Phil Chute, Ed Downey and Steve Hart have been for last
took high series for the day with
dreboun
the leading scorers. Chute is the top offensive
a 405 and a high game of 252,
Captain Randels. This superb exer and Hart is the leading defensive rebounder.
hibition brings to mind another
outstanding bowler from the Military Department of the past,
Blake. Many will remember his
outstanding performance week
after week.
There has been one other team
"BOWLING"
that has not thus far suffered a
ORANGE
defeat. They go by the name of
are
the Fire Water Five and
SUGAR
Hoffman. They
Jake
by
headed
COTTON
may not be the best bowlers in
SUN
the league, but their cheerful
ROSE
attitude and silly grins on their
faces seem to indicate that they
are the happiest.
Well this has been a quick runFt_
down on the happenings of the
last three weeks. I wish you all
the best of luck in the remaining
games of the season, except of
We realize that the bowl games are now in the past and K. Kat
co urse when you bowl against me.
has enjoyed the parading of the pretty baton twirlers. We couldn't
That's it for now - good bowling.
resist noticing the "Rose" in the bowl schedules and also predicting the future of the Rose football game in the 1963 season ... .
victory.

IRO
s
Score
ng
Bowli
Y
PLA
B - BALL TEAM TO
Hoffman's Team
GREENVIILE WABASH,MARION Undefeated

KICKOFF-1963!

‘)

Terre Haute's Finest
Steak House

Compliments of

TICKER'S

ROSE POLY BOOK STORE

30 N. Brown

HARPER'S BARBER SHOP

LIEUTENANT BOB AKAM, B.S. IN AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

Your Official School
Jeweler and Sportswear Department
Mrs. GiLlaspy — Manager

Parking Both Sides of Shop
U. S. 40 In Seelyville S5083
Open 8:30 to 5:30 Tues.-Sat.

Books — Fraternity Decals
Pencils — Cokes and Candy
Paper — Sweatshirts

SPARKLING CAR

SOUTH SIDE CLEANERS

Quickly
and
Thoroughly at

SMILEY'S
WASH
JIFFY27 N.CAR
2nd St.

Trousers, Plain Skirts & Sweaters
Suits, Dresses, Coats

50c
$1.25

EXPERT ALTERATIONS OF ALL KINDS
3000 So.9th
802 So.7th
14 So.8th
C-3050
C-5692
L-9244
Pick Up and Delivery

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R.OTC.?
Look at it this way. I like the idea of doing challenging
work. That's why I volunteered for Special Forces. So
you can see why I felt pretty good when the Army assigned
me to Europe! Here I really feel I'm doing something for
the cause of my country in these important times. How
many jobs can you think of that start you off with this
kind of responsibility? My wife's here, too, and she loves
it. We get a chance to travel. We meet the people, learn
new languages, customs. And there's a pretty active
social life on post, too. But above all, I'm an officer with
a job to do and with responsibilities to shoulder. I like
it that way,and I have a hunch that my leadership training and experience will help me out whatever I do. Take
it from me, if you're already half-way towards your
commission, see it through. It's a good deal. I know."

